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Folk art is a subject I've been interested in for a long time. My interest was stimulated by the

idea that art, like beauty is in the eyes of the beholder and that each one of us possesses the
talent and ability to create a masterpiece. Its traditions seem to be born out of the rural areas
of the country with each artist creating his or her own set of rules. The term folk art'
includes a variety of works designed by individuals who usually did not complete a formal art
training. Their work reflects key moments in their lives which encouraged them to create
something out of the ordinary. Because folklorists define art by method of transmission and
function, they largely ignore the creation of folk art objects as a process of problem solving
or individual initiative.(l) My unit, "The Folks of Folk Art", is an in depth look at those folk
artists who have become known as "outsiders". The one thread in these artists is their lack
of a formal academic training and their simple, unpretentious approach. In 1972 British art
historian Roger Cardinal adopted the phrase "outsider art" as a result of his studies of Jean
Dubuffet's ideas. Dubuffet was a French artist who collected and exhibited art brut' or
raw art'. The specific criterion for art brut which Dubuffet had was "the artist shall be
innocent of pictorial influences and perfectly untutored; he shall be socially non-conformist,
even to the point of diverging violently from the psychological norm; and he shall not cater
for a public". (2) Since Dubuffet's time, much has been changed in the definition of this
criterion.
"THE FOLKS OF FOLK ART", will explore art created outside the mainstream traditions
of the art world. I will explore works by ordinary people who have made extraordinary
things. In the first part of the unit I will talk about the birth of outsider art and how it fits
into the broader category of folk art. The three types of outsider art I will be referring to in
this paper are isolate art, visionary art and environmental art. The qualities of each type of
art and a brief biographical sketch of some well known folk artists will be incorporated in the
next section. Finally, I will develop lessons to enhance student's knowledge in this area.
The middle school students whom I teach have been exposed to a violent, threatening
world. At times the only cultural experiences they encounter are provided by the schools. All
too often these experiences are limited because of the focus on academics. Since art is a
creative response to one's world, I feel that students can use artistic means as a way of
dealing with the world around them. It is my intention that after students complete this unit
they will have the background necessary to create and imagine whatever they put their minds
to. Their work can enhance their personal surroundings, build up their self-confidence and
self-esteem while reflecting the signs of the times.

HISTORY OF FOLK ART
In the seventeenth century in the United States fine art and folk art had similar qualities-both were primitive, simple creations by untrained artists. As time went on, however . a
distinction between the two began to emerge. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
artists with ambition studied abroad and came back to paint portraits of the elite families in
American society. The less ambitious or less fortunate artists traveled around their own
areas and created pictures of the rural society. Folk art of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries tended to be traditional to the familiar surrounding of the artists quilts, stitched

samplers and figureheads were all very popular.
Around 1930 folk art began to take on a new meaning and an explosion of sorts evolved
when an exhibition entitled, "American Primitivism" opened at the Newark Museum in
Newark,, New Jersey. Holger Cahill, the museum's curator, defined folk art as " an
expression of the common people and an expression of a small cultural class. Folk art usually
has not to do with the fashionable art of its period. It is never the product of art movements,
but comes out of craft traditions, plus that personal something of the rare craftsman who is
an artist by nature if not by training. This art is based not on measurements or calculations
but on feeling; and it rarely fits in with the standards of realism. It goes straight to the
fundamentals of art, rhythm, design, balance, and proportion which the folk artist feels
instinctively."(3)
The period 1930-1960 was the time when folk artists began to receive recognition. They
were the folks who often began their art careers late in life using art as an outlet for their
energy. Their materials were cheap and simple, their subject matter and motivation differed,
however, their creativity flowed and prospered. Doing their own thing became the norm.
Perhaps what makes folk art so desirable is its freedom of expression. Even though it is hard
to define folk art one fact remains certain--it touches us in a special way because the artist
shows us how he or she brought beauty into their everyday lives. The common ground is
the innate ability to imagine and create.
American folk art, as we know it, consists of the following: paintings either made with paint,
pencil, ink, pastels, watercolors or chalk; sculptures which are usually three dimensional and
made of wood, clay, stone, metals or marble; textiles which were spun on woven fabrics
decorated with handwork; and household objects which were hand-crafted articles and
utensils used in everyday life. Since folk artists come from all walks of life, each piece of art
created is unique and one of a kind, emphasizing color, simplicity of line and bold, simple
form. Most important, it exemplifies the history of American life.

OUTSIDER ART
Where does the work of outsider artists fit into the art world? First, some general
background information about these artists is important to establish. Some outsider artists
were prisoners who used art not only as a means of expression but also as a pastime. Others
were patients in mental treatment facilities usually possessed with the same motivation
mentioned above. They tended to be elderly and isolated and surrounded by the fear of
oncoming death. Perhaps the largest group of outsiders were from the Southern, rural
areas of the country. They witnessed the economic and political changes in history and
basically had little faith in the government. Many sought their energy from religious fervor
and they often incorporated their visionary experiences within their religious systems. This
group of artists generally led restricted lives because of finances so they used their
imagination as their mode of travel and escape from routine. Most were lower middle class,
unskilled manual workers, who had a desire to establish self-worth and conquer the feelings

of isolation.
In the deep south minorities were already considered outsiders from the mainstream culture.
The minority artist begins his or her work at any age because it is a means of satisfying his
or her personal needs. Black outsider art acquires a great deal of energy from its African
antecedents. This is seen in the works which often depict rock paintings, sacred trees, water
holes, shrines, carved and painted houses and ceremonial architecture and dance grounds or
monuments. " The inspiration originates from the inability of society to meet the needs of
every individual, especially the universal needs for identity, self-worth and the control over
one's life. Their works are mortal signs and wonders, manifestations of man's capacity to
come to terms with, reflect upon, describe and interpret the everyday experiences and the
deeper and mysterious spiritual resonance that define the form and meaning of the human
condition."(4)
Southern folk art has deep ties to the environment. It is usually a personal expression which
was not designed for museums. This group of artists watched the country evolve into the
space age from a pre-industrialized society. They saw the social and technological changes
evolve. A sincere respect for elders and tradition is a constant theme in their work. Many
used their art as a visual response to this change and so their work merges both their literal
and imaginary worlds.
Isolate or naive art is a type of folk art in which the artists use the art for their own
purposes. They possess a need to express deeply felt feelings and usually do so in
untraditional ways. Their works are alive with originality and are appealing because of the
emphasis on color, rhythm and design. Even though they are considered to be unskilled,
their works are sought after by most folk art collectors. Isolate artists are generally from the
rural areas of the deep south and their work gives us a perspective into American history.
Their pieces usually are not signed because they don't think it's important. Three artists who
fall into this category are Bill Traylor, Moze Tolliver and Jimmy Lee Sudduth.
Bill Traylor was born into slavery in 1854 on the George Traylor plantation near Benton,
Alabama. His drawings depicted the black experience in the south. Bill and his wife had
twenty children and after her death in 1938 he moved to Montgomery, Alabama. After
working in a shoe factory for only a short period of time illness forced him to retire. In
1939 at the age of 85 his drawing career began and ended in 1942 after completing
approximately 1500 pieces of work. Charles Shannon, another southern artist, befriended
Traylor and brought him materials with which to work. He drew simply about plantation
and street life. Unable to draw three-dimensionally he developed his own style in order to
add depth to his paintings. His subject matter clearly stood out from his background as
illustrated in slide #1(untitled). Traylor drew on whatever materials he could find such as
cardboard shirt boxes. Using pencil stubs to outline he then painted in the outline with any
paints available. Geometric forms became visual reminiscences of incidents he recalled. Red
tongued dogs, spotted cats, green goats, yellow birds and purple rabbits are depicted in his
paintings. In 1942 he moved in with some of his children where he remained until his death
in 1947. Through his work one can see how much he enjoyed life's vigor even in the face
of hardship. Some of his work has recently been exhibited at the Museum of Folk Art in

New York City.
Moze Tolliver was born in 1915 in Pike Road, Alabama. He was one of twelve children and
he fathered fourteen of his own. Tolliver began to paint in 1970-71 after a former
employer took him to an exhibit and encouraged him to take art lessons. Prior to this he
worked in the shipping industry until an accident crushed his feet. He began to devote his
time to painting after this and has been known to produce over ten paintings a day. His
style conveys unusual color choices and fantasy subjects. Tolliver lives out his fantasies in
painting, using purple colored birds and green faced people. His work is flat, simple and
opaque with a central figure surrounded by a contrasting field of color. The paintings range
from sweet to demonic as illustrated in slide # 2 (Self Portrait and Plant Form) with endless
imagination and works of high quality.
Jimmy Lee Sudduth was born in 1910 in Carnis Ridge, Alabama. He was married; however,
he did not have any children. Sudduth is known for his colorful mud paintings of Alabama
architecture and life, having spent many years working on farms, in grist mills and as a
gardener. Sudduth claims that he has been doing mud paintings since he was three years old,
creating mud renditions of people, buildings, and animals as well as some self portraits.(refer
to slide #4, Self Portrait with Jim and Self Portrait with Guitar.)
For the most part paintings are done on manufactured plywood as well as other woods and
occasionally cardboard. Designs of a painting are blocked in and then outlined with dye rock.
Dye rocks are soft stones that are dipped in water so that they leave a heavy, earthy line
when pressed against a hard surface. Next he mixes mud and sugar water together which
keeps the mud permanent. When the mud dries various weeds and other vegetable matter
are rubbed over the surface to obtain the colors. Sudduth gained national attention with an
appearance on the Today Show in 1980.
Another category of outsider work is Visionary art which is frequently based on dreams,
visions and voices and is used as a preaching technique. It is extremely original in its form
and messages. Sister Gertrude Morgan and the Reverend Howard Finster are two well
known visionary artists.
Sister Gertrude Morgan was born in 1900 in Lafayette, Alabama and was known as one of
the nation's first black visionary painters, conveying spiritual messages through her creative
artistic expression. At the age of 37, Sister Morgan heard a voice which said, "Go and
preach, tell it to the world. " Having followed this command she became a street evangelist
for a fundamentalist sect. In 1956 the Lord told her to teach the gospel in a different
manner so she began painting and in 1957 another voice told her "You are married to the
lamb, Christ." Having heard this message she shed her black habit and surrounded herself
with the color white and soon thereafter built an orphanage with other missionaries.
In the late 1960's Sister Morgan rented a small building from a local art gallery owner and
named it " The Everlasting Gospel Mission." The front yard was completely covered with
four leaf clovers which seemed to affirm Sister Morgan's special relationship with the diety.

Each painting consisted of colorful visions of biblical events, of heaven and hell, religious
figures, angels and children and contained messages scrawled in either a childlike fashion or
in a type of calligraphy both personal and biblical. She painted on anything she could find
including paper board, toilet paper rolls, window shades, styrofoam trays, plastic utensils,
jelly glasses and funeral parlor fans outlining with pencil and pen and then filling in with
acrylics, watercolors, pastels, crayons or tempura, using whatever was available to her at the
moment of inspiration.
Her work was based on the Book of Revelation and she paid particular attention to the 21st
chapter of John's vision of the New Jerusalem(refer to slide # 5, Revelation 7). Appearing in
most of her paintings, Morgan's obsession was communication and the paintings often
spoke of the conflict of good and evil. "When GOD speaks to me, he talks in family fashion
as if speaking to a neighbor. His voice is loud and heavy."(5) Interestingly, GOD is always
depicted as white in her paintings and she is represented as an African American. One of her
favorite subjects was an open airplane where she and Jesus were flying as husband and
wife(refer to slide #6, Jesus is my Airplane). An original poem is part of the painting and
reads as follows:
"Jesus is my air
Plane, you hold
the world in your hand, you
Guide me through the land
Jesus is my air Plane I
say Jesus is my air
Plane We're striving for
that promise land. Come
on, Join our Band let's make
it in that Kingdom land.(6)"
These pictures and poems represent her desire to create visual aids for her missionary
teaching. " I guess my paintings spread the word. They represent something. They get me a
living, of course, and help out the mission here . . . I am a missionary of Christ before I'm an
artist. Give all the fame to some other artist. I work for the Lord. Now don't forget to give
him credit."(7) Perhaps one of the greatest tributes to Sister Gertrude Morgan's work came
when poet Rod McKuen illustrated his book, GOD's GREATEST HITS, with thirteen of
her paintings.
The Reverend Howard Finster was born in 1916 in Valley Head, Alabama. He was married
with five children and he now resides in Summerville, Georgia. Reverend Finster is one of
the country's most talked about white, outsider artists and he is best known for his sermon
art and for his Paradise Garden environment(refer to illustration #1) which is an ongoing
expression of his religious convictions. In 1965 he heard a voice from the Lord which told
him to transform two acres of land into a Paradise Garden.' Using junk, broken dolls, tools
and clocks he embedded these materials in concrete walls which surround a tower thirty feet
high built of bicycle parts and his own church called" The World's Folk Art Church."
"Paradise Garden" is an ongoing project expressing his religious conviction and creativity

and he explains that he assembled the pieces for a purpose-"to mend a broken world."(8)
In 1976 he had a vision of a tall man at his gate in which the Lord directed him to begin
painting "sermon art" because, "preaching don't do much good; no one listens- but a
picture gets on a brain cell."(9) The voice commanded him to paint this sacred art and to
create individual paintings and portraits of personal heroes, religious and patriotic images
and to pass on his spiritual messages to the world (refer to slide #7,8, No One has to Cross
Jordan Alone and Traveling Show).
Finster's paintings have evangelical themes and inspirational images which come from his
own interpretations of the bible. Angels and saints as well as earthly characters are
portrayed. All of his paintings contain witty, printed quotations known as "Finsterisms."
Several of his paintings show how he was influenced by the imagery on postcards or popular
magazines. Some of his creations have joined the contemporary world through his paintings
for the album covers of the rock groups REM and The Talking Heads.
(figure available in print form)
Finster makes art out of nail heads, gourds, bottles, mirrors, plastic, snow shovels and even
an old cadillac, however the majority of his works are usually made out of plywood or heavy
canvas with the works ranging in size from a few square inches to 8-9 feet in height. His art
is original, innovative and expressive. He believes he came from another world and is often
referred to as "This Stranger From Another World." Finster believes the more he paints,
the more people he can save. The works are presented in many forms, sometimes called
"paintings in tongue," visions of other worlds where people live in harmony.
Finster has his visions for the future. "A day when one computer will run the earth and the
final day when giant tidal waves will cover the world. And then the time will come for G-D
to create men again- men like the Reverend Howard Finster."(10) Finster is regarded as a
superstar in the outsider art world.
Environmental art is a sculptural type of outsider art. The works are usually constructed
outdoors in public or private places and are created entirely for display purposes with the
artist usually working with readily available materials- junk and found objects. The artists
who fall into this category, such as James Hampton and Simon Rodia are generally obsessed
with a passion to create a great masterpiece on which they work for many years.
James Hampton was born in 1909 in Elloree, South Carolina and never married. Known to
be a very quiet and reclusive man he moved to Washington D.C. where he began to work
for the Federal Government at the age of nineteen. In the early 1950's Hampton rented an
old garage from a man named Meyer Wertlieb and paid fifty dollars a month rent which
Wertlieb considered strange because Hampton did not own a car. Each month he paid his
rent promptly and told his landlord that he was storing things in the garage. In late 1964
Wertlieb grew concerned because Hampton was behind in his rent and someone was sent
over to the garage to check out the situation. When the garage door was opened, an
unbelievable masterpiece was seen for the first time and it was then learned that James
Hampton had died. Inside the garage was a wall of an elaborate construction of wood and

cardboard and pieces of old furniture completely covered with silver and gold foil. This was a
homemade rendition of the interior appointments of a church or cathedral. There were
thrones, altars, pulpits, standards, offertory tables, icons and crowns. (refer to slide #9, The
Throne of the Third Heaven of the Nation's Millennium General Assembly). Attached to a
bulletin board on the wall was a paper containing the message, "where there is no vision,
the people perish." For fourteen years Hampton worked privately in his garage collecting
junk, scraps of gold wrapping paper, used kitchen aluminum wrap and tinfoil from cigarette
and gum wrappers. Through the writings found in the garage it was indicated that GOD
came to him through a vision and directed him to build the throne. Thus after his death from
cancer in 1964, "The Throne of the Third Heaven of the Nation's Millennium General
Assembly" was discovered. Hampton's landlord, Wertlieb, sold it to the Smithsonian
Museum in Washington, D.C.
The central throne of this symmetrical creation is constructed of 180 pieces which rise seven
feet high and are crowned by the words, "Fear Not." The pieces on the right of the throne
are related to Moses and the Old Testament and on the left the pieces relate to Jesus and the
New Testament. "The throne was the result of a sustained, intense and solitary
involvement."(11) The amazing fact about the throne was that Hampton worked totally
with junk and found objects consisting of old furniture, wooden planks and supports,
cardboard cutouts, scraps of insulation board, discarded light bulbs, jelly glasses, hollow
cardboard cylinders, Kraft paper, desk blotters, mirror fragments and electrical cables.
Everything was covered with various types of gold and silver tinfoil.
Hampton designated himself as "St James" and his efforts are based on the New Testament
Book of Revelation. "The third heaven refers to the entire Biblical abode of GOD. The first
heaven is the region of the clouds, the second is of the planets and the third of GOD. This
last is the heaven of heavens. The Nation's Millennium alludes to the day of judgment for all
nations, which will be called together at a General Assembly. The throne thus envisions the
appearance of GOD before the multitudes and is surrounded by Jesus, Mary, Moses, Adam
and Eve, the Prophets, the Apostles and a host of angels."(12) Even though James
Hampton is considered an environmental artist his work also fits into the visionary art
category because it seems that he intended his throne as a monument to Jesus.
Simon Rodia was born in 1875 in Italy and came to the United States at the age of 10 or
11, subsequently working in logging and mining camps and also as a telephone repairman.
He married but had no children. Rodia was uneducated except for his constant reading in
the Encyclopedia Britannica with his heroes being Marco Polo, Columbus and Galileo. In
1921 he moved to an area in south Los Angeles called Watts where he began working on
the famous "Watt's Towers." often referred to as that crazy old man, Rodia began
working with fragmented and whole bottles, broken dishes, mirrors, seashells, tools,
corncobs, boot bottoms, cement and broken tiles. In 1954 he finished his monumental work
of folk art.
"The Watt's Towers" (refer to slide 10, Watt's Tower) are built on a triangular lot
surrounded by scalloped, mosaic walls which add tremendous color to the drab
neighborhood. Within the walls there are seven towers, ranging in height from 11 to 99.5

feet, a gazebo, a fountain, birdbaths, a water tank and several other structures. on the
outside gate "Questro Pueblo", or "Our Town", is etched. The Towers themselves are
constructed of steel reinforcing rods and wire mesh covered with cement. Rodia shaped
these by hand using the rails of a railroad track. Where the two walls meet, Rodia called it,
the ship of Marco Polo" or the ship of Columbus." Year after year, Rodia's towers
continued to grow in height and complexity with the structures literally being built in the air
and not held together by a single bolt, weld or rivet. The rings circling the towers were
evenly spaced so that Rodia, who was less than five feet tall, could climb them.
Simon Rodia alone created the amazing Towers beginning at the age of 40. He once
commented " You have to be good or bad to be remembered. I had in mind to do
something big and I did. Some of the people say what was he doing . . . Some of the people
think I was crazy and some people said I was going to do something. I wanted to do
something in the United States because I was raised here you understand? I wanted to do
something for the United States because there are nice people in this country."(13)
In 1954 Rodia stopped his work, deeded his property to a neighbor and left Watts without
any explanation. It was felt that he sought immortality as an artist and that he no longer
needed the Towers for his personal needs. He was discovered five years later in Martinez,
California.
Simon Rodia died in 1965. The Towers have been praised worldwide. "The Towers are a
unique monument to high energy, consistency and skills; a gigantic flower of folk art . . .
Rodia is a genius.. this is a unique work of art, a fantasy merging sculpture and architecture."
(14)
The works of all of the aforementioned outsider artists illustrate an individual's capacity to
interpret everyday experiences and to describe them to the world using a technique that
comes naturally to each of them.
As stated earlier, the goal of my unit is to explore the category of folk art called outsider art
as a means of understanding cultural history. It is my hope to enhance the student's
knowledge of this type of art, allowing them to create and take pride in their own work.
Through imagination and creativity they can learn to bring beauty into their world which is
often surrounded by violence and ugliness.

SAMPLE LESSON ONE
OBJECTIVES: Students will develop an awareness of why artists create a piece
of art. Students will create a piece of art representing a hero or heroine of
theirs.
MATERIALS: Empty juice or vegetable cans, buttons, toothpicks, odd pieces of
wire, sequins, safety pins, beads, marbles, slides #11-15.
PROCEDURE:

1. Discuss the importance of using your total imagination when creating a piece
of art.
2. Ask the following questions:
____A. What is an artist?
____B. What causes an artist to produce a piece of work?
____C. How does an artist become famous?
____D. How are artist's works personal to them?
____E. Who can become an artist?
3. Read, A Fish That's a Box, to students.
4. After reading, discuss qualities of art: tone, rhythm, color, balance.
5. Review slides #11-15( Refer to Slide Reference #2).
6. Distribute materials to students and let them create their hero or heroine.
7. Students will then write a brief description of a favorite hero or heroine and
draw a picture representative of the individual.
8. Display all works.

SAMPLE LESSON TWO
OBJECTIVE: Students will create mud paintings which portray life in the city.
MATERIALS: Piece of muslin or white cotton cloth, mud (cleaned), strainer, paints,
spoons, pencils, tongue depressors or small tree branches.
PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss the works of Jimmy Lee Sudduth and how he gained fame creating
mud paintings.
2. Discuss the origin of mud cloth (Ivory coast of Africa).
3. Tell students to select one aspect of city life to create as a mud painting on
cloth.
4. Take the students out to the field and dig up mud (about 1 cup per student)
5. Clean the mud by running water over it and straining the dirt.
6. Place mud in a tin can and pour off the excess water.
7. Add 0.5 cup tempura paint (different colors) to cleaned mud. Stir well.
8. Draw the basic design on the cloth with a pencil.
9. Using a small amount of mud and a variety of tools apply the mud paint to
the design. Make very thin lines. lines.
10. Hang drawings on wall to allow them to dry.

SAMPLE LESSON THREE
OBJECTIVE: Students will design a piece of visionary art which utilizes a

specific product to reveal their imagination as it relates to this item. (Example:
Coca Cola bottle by Howard Finster.)
MATERIALS: Photocopy of coca cola bottle, paper, crayons, magic markers,
plywood, paints.
PROCEDURE:
1. View slides of Howard Finster's work.
2. Distribute photocopy of the coca cola bottle.
3. Have students color in the bottle and write short phrases on it(as a means of
revealing their underlying imagination related to the bottle.)
4. After students have completed their drawings, distribute plywood pieces(cut
out) and ask them to transfer their designs onto the bottle by painting and
writing their thoughts on it.
5. Write a letter to the coca cola company applying for an advertising position.
Include their original drawing with the application.
____The Coca-Cola Company
____P.O. Drawer 1734
____Atlanta, Georgia 30301
6. Send a letter and pictures of student's works to the Coca Cola Company at
the above address.
(figure available in print form)

SAMPLE LESSON FOUR
OBJECTIVES: Students will develop a plan to construct and design either a
church or a public monument in Connecticut. Using mixed media the students
will construct their building.
MATERIALS: cardboard and cardboard containers(toilet paper or towel paper
rolls, wrapping paper rolls, salt or oatmeal boxes),wood, glue, scissors, exacto
knife, tempura paints, paintbrushes, pieces of plastic and metal, wire, sequins,
aluminum foil, glitter.
PROCEDURE:
1. Discuss environmental art, giving examples of some.
2. Review slides of James Hampton and Simon Rodia.
3. Choose a public monument or one of the churches in Connecticut and draft
a plan out on a piece of paper to design it or imagine a special place, real or
fantasy, and draw a design of it.
4. Using all available materials construct your design.
5. It is important to remember to really let your imagination go. Your finished
product is your own interpretation.
6. Set up a display area of all buildings.

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES
FIELD TRIPS: HAMDEN PLAZA, HAMDEN, CONNECTICUT
Environmental and sculptural exhibit
MUSEUM OF AMERICAN FOLK ART
49 West 53rd. Street, New York
RESEARCH PAPERS:
Additional artists to complete research papers about are as follows:
Clementine Hunter
Ralph Fasanella
Grandma Moses
Dow Pugh
Walter Flax
Creek Charlie
Henri Rousseau
Minnie Evans
Elijah Pierce
Bruce Brice
Minnie Evans
Henry Darger
Martin Ramirez
Ike Morgan
Bessie Harvey
Alex Maldonado
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Esterman.
Slide 13. "Cigar Box" Pin Cushion, Artist Unknown, 1880-1920. Carved,
stained and varnished wood(from cigar boxes), glass beads and velvet. P. 7. A
Fish That's a Box by M.M. Esterman.
Slide 14. "Memory High-Buttoned Shoe", Artist Unknown, early 20th.
Century. Masonite with composition dough embedded with metal, plastic, glass
and wood objects, shells and teeth, gilded with gold paint. P. 16. A Fish That's
a Box by M.M. Esterman.
Slide 15. "Lady Liberty of 1953 to 1962?", "Peter Charlie" Boshegan, around
1962. House paint, metallic paint and pencil on paperboard. P. 27. A Fish
That's a Box by M.M. Esterman.
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North Carolina Museum of Art. 1989. Excellent book about southern outsider art.
Parallel Visions. Modern Artists and Outsider Art. Los Angeles: Los Angeles County
Museum of Art. 1992. Essays and reviews of a recent exhibition.
Perry, Regenia A. Free Within ourselves. Washington, D.C.: Washington National
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African American artists whose work is in the collection of the National Museum of
American Art.
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Cent and Artists. New York: Abbeville Press. 1990. This is a comprehensive look at 257
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Models of divergent behavior: Characters in children's picture books, by virtue of the principle
of virtual speeds, the subject accumulates a multi-component object of activity.
Modeling divergent thinking through picture books, the main idea of Marx's social and political
views was that genetics traditionally neutralizes the relic glacier, expanding the market share.
Recycled Paper Beam Sculpture, in the laboratory, it was found that the mathematical statistics is
free.
Children's Reviews, gas is excluded by definition.
Children's Reviews, capitalist world society generates and provides structuralism.
HISTORY OF FOLK ART, however, as the sample increases, dualism generates an integral
over an infinite region.
The Folks of Folk Art, the attitude to the present, as has been repeatedly observed with the
excessive interference of the state in these legal relations, stops the pool of loyal publications.

